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Jay Howarth: On behalf of the ATLAS experiment

You spin me  right round  

baby
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IntroTop Quark Properties

• In the last 10 years we’ve learned an awful lot about the top quark, including some 

things that had never been measured before. 

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-034/

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-034/
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IntroWhat is Spin Correlation?

• Spin correlation in tt̅ is:

• Where α is the “spin analysing power” of some decay particle from a top quark (~1 

for charged leptons so we won’t mention it again for dilepton analyses).

• ↑ and ↓ are the direction of t and t̅ spin, in some chosen “spin analysing basis”

• There are three orthogonal bases that 

are most commonly used:

➡ The “Helicity” basis: direction of the 

t in the tt̅ rest frame.

➡ The “Transverse basis”: orthogonal 

to the plane formed by the t and 

beam line in tt̅ rest frame.

➡ The “R-axis”: basis orthogonal to 

the other two.
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IntroHow do we measure it?

• Sensitive observables can be readily seen by examining the double differential 

cross-section as a function of the angular distribution of t and t̅ decay products:

Spin CorrelationPolarisation (0 in SM)Double diff. xsec

• By measuring the cos(θ) angles (usually with leptons) we can directly extract the 

spin correlation parameter C:

• ATLAS measured the spin correlation parameter, C, the polarisation parameters B, 

and cross-correlations (cos(θ+) and cos(θ-) using different spin analysing bases) in 

an 8 TeV paper: Link.

• But these direct measurements require full tt̅ reconstruction in dilepton events and 

therefore suffer from significant systematic uncertainties and resolution effects.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1612.07004
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IntroWhy do we measure it?

• Spin correlation observables are sensitive to new mediators in production and to 

“degenerate” new physics models that appear top like (low mass Stop, for 

example).

• Used at 8 TeV to set limits in kinematically difficult region.

Rob White, Manchester
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IntroWhy do we measure it?

• Spin correlation observables are sensitive to new mediators in production and to 

“degenerate” new physics models that appear top like (low mass Stop, for 

example).

• Used at 8 TeV to set limits in kinematically difficult region.

• Less spin correlation:

➡Scalars from 2HDM (h0, H0, A)

• More spin correlation:

➡S-channel DM mediators (Y1, Y2)

Rob White, Manchester
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IntroAn easier observable

• Though it cannot be directly translated in to the C parameter, spin correlation can be 

inferred from the difference between the azimuthal angle between the two charged 

leptons in the lab frame (Δɸ).

Mahlon, Parke, 2010

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1001.3422.pdf
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IntroPrevious Measurements 

ATLAS Reco-level ATLAS Reco-level CMS Particle-level

• ATLAS used this observable to obtain first evidence for spin correlation during 

Run1.

• ATLAS and CMS have since both measured spin correlation using this observable 

at multiple collision energies.

• Both experiments have observed (at all collision energies) that the |Δɸ| spectra in 

our simulations is “steeper” than the data. 

• Until now this has been covered by systematic uncertainties but for 13 TeV this is 

no longer the case.

Link

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/TOP-17-014/index.html
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IntroATLAS 13 TeV measurement

• We use 2015 + 2016 data with a standard dilepton eµ selection:

➡ exactly 2 opposite-sign leptons (27, 25 GeV)

➡ At least one b-jet; >= 2 jets pT > 25 GeV.

➡ No cuts on MET or on m(ll)

• We measure the Δɸ inclusively and in bins of m(tt̅), and unfold to both particle and 

parton level:

➡ Iterative Bayesian Unfolding.

➡ Tops and leptons are defined as after radiation (i.e the last particle in the decay 

chain at parton level before decay).

➡ Using dressed leptons at particle level (electrons and muon).

➡ Anti-kT 0.4 jets with ghost-matching for b-tagging.

➡ Same fiducial selection as reco level.
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IntroFull ttbar Reconstruction

• This analysis uses Neutrino Weighting to reconstruct the dileptonic tt̅ final state.

• Well-known and uncontroversial technique, used in many published analyses.

• Excels at angular resolution, does a decent job of momenta and energy resolutions.
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IntroSystematics and Unfolding

• Iterative Bayesian Unfolding is used to correct the data to Parton level.

• Systematic uncertainties are evaluated by unfolding a systematic shifted MC 

sample with the nominal unfolding procedure and comparing to it’s truth spectra.

• Dominant uncertainties are from Generator (MG5_aMC@NLO unfolded with 

Powheg) and Shower (Powheg + Herwig7 unfolded with Powheg + Pythia8).
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IntroResults

• Inclusive results show a clear slope in the data relative to the MC predictions (varying 

slightly depending on which prediction, Powheg + Pythia8 is closest in general.

• Relative cross-sections shift due to acceptance effects when normalising, but shape 

remains the same.

• In most bins the systematics are dominant, but statistics have a relatively large 

contribution (though uncertainties are small overall).
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IntroResults

• Similar story for the double differential. The behaviour of the observable as it moves 

from low m(tt̅) to high m(tt̅) is clearly seen.
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IntroResults

• The fraction of SM spin correlation (fSM) is extracted using a binned maximum 

likelihood fit with two templates:

• Statistical uncertainties are calculate using 

pseudo-data generated with poisson variations of the unfolded data.

• Full systematic shapes accounted for.
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IntroResults

• The significance of the fSM, relative to the SM template, is calculated using a CLs+b 

method (though since no uncertainties are profiled, fitted, or floated, this is effectively 

the same as counting the number of s.d. away from fSM = 1)

• Two results are quoted; the extracted fSM relative to the Powheg + Pythia8 prediction 

and the fSM relative to the SM prediction (Powheg + Pythia8 with scale and PDF 

uncertainties).

• The fSM increases as a function of m(tt̅), though the uncertainties are too large to make 

a definitive statement on this.

• The inclusive fSM significantly deviates from the SM prediction.
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IntroResults

• When interpreted as spin correlation, this results in ~20% more than the spin 

correlation expectation of the SM, has been observed in many other results.
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IntroThings we have already checked

• Questions have naturally arisen about the templates we are using to extract spin 

correlation, and if some modelling effects may be missing?

• Thus far we have ruled-out the following:

➡ NLO effects in the decays of the top quarks: Powheg (hvq) + Pythia8 is only 

NLO in production, but no difference were observed when comparing the Δɸ 

distribution with MCFM (which included NLO decays).

➡ Effect of NNLO in production: We checked this by reweighing the top pT to 

match the NNLO prediction. The effect stays within the uncertainties we already 

consider.

➡ Effect of top pT modelling: We checked this by reweighing to the top pT to 

match the unfolded data of several analyses that measure this quantity. The 

results agreed almost exactly with the NNLO test.

➡Modelling of the underlying spin correlation: Powheg agrees perfectly with the 

NLO predictions for Spin Correlation from Bernreuther, Heisler, and Si. 

MG5_aMC@NLO is close, Sherpa 2.2.1 is completely off (and is therefore not 

used anywhere in the analysis, is apparently fixed in newer version).
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IntroThings we have already checked

➡ Effect of NNLO in production: We checked this by reweighing the top pT to 

match the NNLO prediction. The effect stays within the uncertainties we already 

consider.

• Whether or not this is a fair test and catches all of the NNLO 

effects will hopefully be seen in Rene’s talk next!
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IntroThings we have already checked

I’ll give you €150 not to 

kill my 3 sigma
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IntroThings we have already checked

➡ Effect of top pT modelling: We checked this by reweighing to the top pT to 

match the unfolded data of several analyses that measure this quantity. The 

results agreed almost exactly with the NNLO test.
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IntroThings we have already checked

➡Modelling of the underlying spin correlation: Powheg agrees perfectly with 

the NLO predictions for Spin Correlation from Bernreuther, Heisler, and Si. 

MG5_aMC@NLO is close, Sherpa 2.2.1 is completely off (and is therefore not 

used anywhere in the analysis, fixed in newer version).
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IntroPowheg bb4l

More Spin Correlation

Less Spin Correlation

• This is not a tt̅ comparison! It is the leptonic WbWb final state (tt̅ + Wt, or bb4l)

• bb4l, hvq, and ttbNLO_dec all agree very well for the delta phi observable.

• Type of overlap handling between ttbar and Wt also not a large effect here.

Special thanks to 

Thomas Jezo for 

supplying the files!
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IntroFuture Work

• Although |Δɸ| was necessary for first observation and due to statistics, we’re 

explicitly hiding any possible CP effects. We have the statistics now, any future use 

of the observable should utilise a -π → +π binning!

Differential Spin Correlation
Using Properties for 

BSM searches
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IntroConclusions

• ATLAS have measured spin correlation using 

the delta phi observable that disagrees with the 

SM prediction by 3.2 sigma.

• Largest systematic uncertainties come from 

modelling of the tt̅ system.

• All of our efforts to explain the deviation in the 

context of limited MC precision or MC 

assumptions have failed, systematic 

prescription is quite conservative.

• We have also investigated spin correlations as a 

function of the invariant mass of the tt̅ system, 

but uncertainties are large.
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Backup
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IntroNarrow Width Approximation

Andrew Papanasatiou's Top2017 talk

https://indico.cern.ch/event/659310/contributions/2689369/attachments/1524995/2384219/05_Papanastasiou_TOP2017.pdf
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IntroNarrow Width Approximation

All of our top MC in 

ATLAS uses the 

NWA.

Andrew Papanasatiou's Top2017 talk

https://indico.cern.ch/event/659310/contributions/2689369/attachments/1524995/2384219/05_Papanastasiou_TOP2017.pdf
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IntroNarrow Width Approximation

The off-shell effects 

are not expected to be 

large in an inclusive 

phase-space (like the 

one used in this 

analysis)

Andrew Papanasatiou's Top2017 talk

https://indico.cern.ch/event/659310/contributions/2689369/attachments/1524995/2384219/05_Papanastasiou_TOP2017.pdf
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IntroNarrow Width Approximation

Tomas Jezo's Top2017 talk

https://indico.cern.ch/event/659310/contributions/2689369/attachments/1524995/2384219/05_Papanastasiou_TOP2017.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/659310/contributions/2689771/attachments/1525805/2385747/07_TJezo_Top2017.pdf
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IntroNarrow Width Approximation

Tomas Jezo's Top2017 talk

So the question is, 

how does spin 

correlation look in 

each of these 

processes?

https://indico.cern.ch/event/659310/contributions/2689369/attachments/1524995/2384219/05_Papanastasiou_TOP2017.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/659310/contributions/2689771/attachments/1525805/2385747/07_TJezo_Top2017.pdf

